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In the annals of Sterling Drug, Inc., the acquisition of James F. Ballard, Inc. in
1944 sounds as a faint whisper.  It never really attracted much attention in the press,
and appears remarkably unimportant.  Yet, while barely even listed on any of the charts
or spreadsheets of acquisitions that the government presented during antitrust and other
regulatory hearings conducted from the late 1940s through the 1960s to illustrate the
capacious appetites of the companies later to be dubbed “Big Pharma,” Sterling’s
acquisition of this company perhaps represents most graphically for purposes of this
series of articles the kind of rapid transformation of smaller companies into a single
company that took place between 1898 and 1920, for, while many companies had each
cancelled proprietary battleship revenue stamps in 1898, James Franklin Ballard (1851-



1931) over a very short time came to own his own “entire navy” of them. 

1904 Ballard Co. Ad

More than any other merchant prince of the late Nineteenth Century, Ballard
foreshadowed the great consolidation in the pharmaceutical industry that was to come
in the Twentieth Century, vacuuming into his company many of the elixirs and
nostrums that had been popular at the height of the patent medicine boom just after the
Civil War. Now remembered by virtue of his munificent gifts as a patron of the arts and
a collector of beautiful objects, particularly oriental rugs, many of which still grace
present day museums, particularly the Metropolitan Museum of Art (“Met”) in New
York City, Ballard was nothing, if not a collector of Nineteenth Century nostrums.  

Undated Ballard Co. Ad

However, that there is virtually no mention or discussion of Sterling’s
acquisition of Ballard’s company less than a decade and a half after his death
demonstrates the stark diminution of the value of the kind of panaceas that Ballard
exploited during his lifetime.  Once it was established that sulfa drugs and then
penicillin could actually deliver some of the relief, and even cures, promised by



Nineteenth Century patent medicines, these compounds and potions formerly regarded
as miraculous were no longer needed. Those that survived were those remedies that
relieved symptoms like constipation, and thus “cured” minor discomforts, rather than
genuinely extirpating disease. Medicine had moved on.

1870 Litterer & Cabler Ad & 1876 Haskit & Hetselgesser Agency Ad

Still, as an individual whose exploits loomed larger than life in magazine and
newspaper articles of the 1920s as he pursued oriental rugs in every ungodly part of the
world, Ballard today is an unjustly forgotten figure. He was born in Ashtabula, OH, on
the shore of Lake Erie in eastern Ohio, in 1851, but his family soon moved to Almont,
MI, north of Detroit, where he attended public school until he went to work for a retail
druggist at 14. At about age 21, he moved to Nashville, TN spending a year there as
a traveling salesman for the wholesale druggist Litterer & Cabler and another two
working in the same capacity for an Indianapolis, IN firm, Haskit & Hetselgesser. In
1874, he became a traveling salesman for Richardson & Co. a major wholesaler in St.
Louis, MO. He continued in its employ until 1883 when he created his own proprietary
medicine company, the Ballard Snow Liniment Co. It then became the center of his
empire, for a biographical sketch published in 1906 stated that he owned sixteen
additional companies located in “St. Louis, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Peoria, Illinois.”  In 1923, Ballard incorporated his company under the name James F.
Ballard, Inc.



1906 Ballard Co. Ad

Although the names of some of Ballard’s proprietary companies now appear to
be unreported in readily available contemporary extant history, the known companies
acquired by Ballard can be roughly classified in three groups: 

A) those that  marketed tried and true brands popular enough in the Civil War
tax era (1862-1883) to have warranted their own private die proprietary stamps as
chronicled by Holcombe in his book and may have continued to exist long enough to
cancel battleship revenues in the Spanish-American War revenue era (July 1, 1898 to
June 30, 1901) before being scooped up by Ballard; 

B) companies that only came into being, or had reached prominence, after 1883
and/or only cancelled government issued revenues including battleship revenues; 

C) those either so small, or that drifted into Ballard’s orbit so quickly, that they
barely left their own corporate  mark, or for which Ballard served only as agent. 

Ballard seems to have followed one unshakable rule: he let the companies he acquired
continue to operate under their own names, although he did tend to centralize in St.
Louis their business operations, and often the manufacture of their goods as well. 

1.  Ballard’s Operations & Acquisitions

A review of Ballard’s acquisitions begins with his own company.



Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

Ballard Cancel Type Recognized in BDR2

1904 Ballard Co. Cover

Too new to have cancelled the earlier revenues,  Ballard’s own company
featured a full line of products under its own name: Horehound Drops & Syrup; Corn
& Bunion Cure; Arnica Tooth Powder; Rat Poison; Extract & Essence of Jamaica
Ginger; Blackberry Balsam and Insect Killer; as well as, inter alia, a number of brands
that bore others’ names although they seem to be identified exclusively with Ballard’s
own company:  Bond’s Ivory Tooth-Soap; Bond’s Oatmeal Cream; and, most
titillatingly, Osmanlis’ Oriental Sexual Pills. Ballard’s headquarters were located in St.
Louis and his own line of goods plus many he acquired were manufactured there,



although the advertising for the companies he bought usually remained in those
companies’ names. Occasionally, when the government challenged Ballard’s own
brands as being mislabeled, he seems to have taken such matters in stride merely by
paying the fine and enduring the criticism without comment, as when in 1915 the
government seized a shipment of his Horehound Syrup for being misbranded. Ballard 
just pled guilty and paid the $10 fine.

1915 C. B. Carpenter Ad

Ballard also acted as distribution agent for other patent medicine companies that
he did not  own and was successful in promoting that aspect of his business as well.
One long-lasting remedy which he represented solely in this capacity was Carpenter’s
Rocky Mountain Salve owned by one Charles B. Carpenter of Waverly, MO.1

Established in 1878, as early as 1887, it was being sold  through  one of the Chicago
wholesale drug businesses. In 1901, Ballard  advertised that he was the “general
distributor.”  By 1907, other wholesalers were also listing the product in their
catalogues, and in 1922, Meyer Brothers  advertised that it was now its sole distributor.
Ballard’s business apparently did not suffer by his loss of the agency for this product.

1896 Ballard Co. Ad



Right from the beginning, however, what seems to have set Ballard apart from
his contemporaries was that he appeared ready to accept any challenge in connection
with the sale or distribution of proprietary or patent medicines.  An 1896 trade ad
suggested provocatively that: “ the Company conducts a PATENT MEDICINE
EXCHANGE [caps in original], where all preparations coming under the head of
patents or proprietaries are bought, sold, and exchanged.”  With this ad, Ballard seems
to have declared his willingness as well as his financial ability to acquire any and all
proprietary brands. His reach was broad and his pockets were deep. By loose
classification, in alphabetical order, these are the companies that Ballard assimilated:

A)  The Companies With Tried and True Brands 

A1)  Collins Bros Medicine Co.

Collins Bros. Civil War Era Private Die Proprietary Revenue Stamp
Printed on Various Kinds of Paper

Other than identifying the man portrayed on the Civil War proprietary revenue
stamp as William H. Collins, Holcombe gives this company extremely short shrift,
talking almost exclusively about the stamps themselves and mentioning, only in
passing, that the company was a drug wholesaler located in St. Louis. He offers no
information about the company’s products. With the existence of the internet, while
now probably easier to find, the company’s history does not lie too deeply buried.
Contemporary civic “puff books” touting the virtues of St. Louis as a place to do
business always mentioned its drug industry and featured Collins Bros. as one of its
principal components. 



1885c Collins Bros. Product Trade Cards

1891c Collins Bros. Cover



1896 Collins Bros. Invoice

1898 Collins Bros. Cover Showing Ballard Co. As Return Address

The Collins Bros Drug Co. existed in St. Louis from the 1860s to 1897 and the
brothers were William H. (1834-1898) and Lewis E. (1836-1909). They came west
from Massachusetts to St. Louis. Since William’s obituaries uniformly agreed that he
resided in St. Louis from 1863 until his death, although one source suggests the
brothers founded the company as early as 1845, it must be mistaken.  In March, 1892,
for reasons not set forth publically, the company split its wholesale division from its
manufacturing division, with the brothers entirely resigning their interests in the Drug
Co. William promptly organized a new manufacturing company, the Collins Brothers
Medicine Co., and Lewis retired. With respect to the wholesale business, Richard B.
Miller (1866-1932), formerly the assistant secretary of the Drug Company, became its
president and other experienced employees assumed the remaining corporate offices.
These new leaders apparently lacked William’s finesse for the Drug Co. did not last



very long. Another old established St. Louis drug company, the J. S. Merrell Co.,
(which also cancelled battleship revenues)2 bought out its entire stock in 1897 ending
its corporate existence.  Exactly how the recently created manufacturing company
would have fared is difficult to judge, for William died “very suddenly” at the end of
1898, and Ballard soon thereafter owned the Medicine Co., whose name he continued
to preserve.

Collins Bros. Medicine Co. Battleship Revenue Cancel Type Recognized in BDR2

With respect to its product line, while Collins Bros. had been a full-service
pharmaceutical manufacturer and distributor, Ballard seems to have concentrated on
one single product that he continued to label as produced by the Collins Medicine Co:
its Ague Remedy.  Of all the products made by Collins Bros. Medicine Co., the reason
why Ballard picked this one to preserve is now lost in the sands of time.  Presumably
it was the best seller of its line of products. While he must have profited from owning
it, it ultimately did cause him to clash with the federal government.

Another Collins Ague Cure Trade  Card



The federal Food & Drug Act of 1906 required disclosure of contents and the
removal of extravagant claims of “cures” from all patent medicines.  Although Ballard
did disclose that Collins Ague Remedy contained 33½% alcohol, as required, the
wrapper still avowed that the medicine was “Recommended for Biliousness and
Constipation, Liver and Kidney Complaints, Chills and Fever, Jaundice, Dyspepsia,
Dysentery, Sick Headache, and most forms of Bilious and Malarial diseases.” The
wording of its medicinal power claimed it to exercise “a decidedly beneficial effect”
on a “torpid or functionally deranged” liver, especially for “Chills and Fever,
Intermittent Fever, and Ague.”  As in  all such cases, the federal government seized an
interstate shipment claiming that even this packaging was fraudulent  and misleading. 
It was.  A laboratory test of its composition showed that it contained only 26.4% rather
than the advertised 33½% alcohol, and virtually nothing else that could be described
remotely as having the slightest curative power. Ballard ultimately pleaded guilty and
paid a $30 fine.  Such dust-ups with the government regulators seem to have been fairly
common in the patent medicine business and did nothing to harm Ballard’s reputation
as an upstanding businessman and civic booster.

A2)  Dr. Herrick’s Family Medicine Co.,  Inc. 
  

Herrick Civil War Private Die Proprietary Stamp Printed On Various Papers
 & Cancelled H.F.M. [Herrick’s Family Medicine] in a Variety of Ways

 - First of Private Die Stamps Issued in 1862



Second Herrick Civil War Private Die Proprietary Stamp
Featuring Dr. Herrick’s Portrait Printed on Various Papers

Dr. Lewis R. Herrick (1816-1877) was born in 1816 in Nassau, Rensselaer
County, NY, east of the Hudson River, not far south of Albany, NY. He trained with
a physician and then practiced medicine as a doctor for ten years in Ulster County, 
NY, on the west side of the Hudson River between New York City and Albany.  In
1835, he moved to Albany, NY and opened his own patent medicine business for both
humans and animals. His main product was Vegetable Liver Pills, and, as Holcombe
explained, for over thirty years, the business grew and flourished as it branched out into
other remedies as well as becoming a huge advertiser and printer of home almanacs,
the only reading material most farm homes contained other than a bible. 



Variety of Herrick Cancels on Government Issued Civil War 
Proprietary Revenue Stamps Printed on Various Papers

Herrick Almanac Sampler



1874 Check

1880 Postcard 1899 Invoice

L. W. Warner & Co. Business Documents

In 1868, Herrick sold the company to Leonard W. Warner (1834-1908?) and
retired in 1870. According to Holcombe, Warner was an accountant who started a
patent medicine company in New York City. While preserving the Herrick company,
he moved it to New York where he ran it out of the offices of his own company, L. W.
Warner & Co.  He later acquired at least one other patent medicine, Renne’s Pain
Killing Magic Oil in 1877 from William Renne (1809-1901) of Pittsfield MA, which
he advertised under his own company’s name, and the two businesses operated quite
separately although located in the same place.  In the 1880 census, Warner listed his
occupation as “proprietary medicine manufacturer.”  



Renne’s Magic Oil Ads

Hall & Ruckel Civil War Proprietary Stamp bearing Herrick Cancel

Holcombe further notes that Warner also had a business alliance and sometimes
partnership with William H. Hall, a druggist connected with the substantial New York
City wholesale firm  of Hall & Ruckel, which also issued its own private die
proprietary stamps as well as and cancelling government revenue stamps, including
battleship revenues. One source even names Hall as president of L. W. Warner & Co. 
Along with stocking and selling other proprietary medicines, Hall & Ruckel too had its
own famous brand, Sozodont, a tooth powder, which it advertised extensively under
its own name. Because of these interconnections, not only were Herrick’s own private
die proprietary stamps cancelled with its own mark “H.F.M,” but Hall & Ruckel’s
stamps also bear the “H.F.M.” cancel. William H. Hall  remains something of a
mystery. As Holcombe explains it, he was connected with Hall & Ruckel continuously
from 1845 to 1912. His longevity  might more satisfactorily be explained by the fact
that there were at least two different William H. Halls, Sr. (1826-1894) and Jr. (1869-
1914), but the entire complicated  story of  Hall & Ruckel’s own existence  must await
its own column in this series.



Herrick Ads & Products they advertised



Herrick Battleship Revenue Cancel Types Recognized in BDR2



Ballard’s Influence on Herrick Co. After its Purchase:
Receipt & Herrick Booklet Showing Ad for Another Ballard Product 

Together with Blended New Pill Packaging

Ballard purchased the Herrick operation in 1907.  He continued to support the
Herrick’s products line and to manufacture them under the name Dr. Herrick’s Family
Medicine Co. now relocated to Ballard’s St. Louis plant. Along with the medicine,
Ballard also purchased the right to continue to print the almanac which Herrick and
Warner had employed over many years as a key advertising strategy to showcase  the
product. Ballard quickly adapted the almanac to feature some of his other nostrums as
well. The L. W. Warner Co. name seems not to even have been mentioned in the
course of this transaction and Ballard seems to have evinced no particular interest in
that company’s own Magic Pain Killing Oil. Yet he owned it, and for all of his neglect
of that brand, there was later some small reckoning  and measure of accountability. In
1915,  as it had with Collins Ague Remedy, the government charged him with a
misbranding violation under the Food & Drug Act in connection with the exaggerated
claims made on its label. He was obliged to plead guilty and pay a fine of $10.
Thereafter, a check of government records shows that Ballard  continued to



manufacture it in St. Louis, but  now it was being offered for sale by Hall & Ruckel. 

A3)  Dr. C. C. Moore & Co

Dr. C. C. Moore & Co. Civil War Proprietary Revenue Stamps
Featuring Dr. Moore’s Portrait Printed on Various Papers

Facsimile Label Used After Civil War Tax Ended

Dr. Charles C. Moore (1830-1900) marketed Moore’s Pilules and Throat &
Lung Lozenges beginning about 1872 through Dr. C. C. Moore &Co.  He apprenticed
in the patent medicine trade with George C. Tallcot (1821-1899), a New York city
manufacturer who also printed his own private die proprietary stamp to apply to
packages of his own remedy, Tallcot’s Magic Cure. In litigation brought in the mid-
1870s by Tallcot against Moore, Tallcot alleged that Moore wrote to him proposing
that Tallcot employ Moore as his general agent, but then started selling his own
products while still acting as Tallcot’s traveling salesman. Tallcot sued accusing Moore
of copying his packaging.  The New York courts found that while Moore had used red
packaging, as had Tallcot, the two wrappers were not sufficiently alike to cause
customer confusion, and denied Tallcot relief. The litigation losses led to further
litigation by Moore against Tallcot for damages and then prolonged squabbling



between Tallcot and his attorneys when Tallcot refused to pay their bill for their legal
services in the various litigations involving Moore, alleging his own attorneys had
misled him.

George Tallcot Civil War Private Die Proprietary Revenue Stamps

Tallcot appears to have almost blundered into the patent medicine business. He
originally came from a family that ran an iron foundry in Oswego N.Y. in western New
York State, and when he first came to New York City seems to have run a machine
shop along with his patent medicine business, advertising more prominently as a dealer
of Reynolds’ Turbine Water Wheels. With his brother Daniel, he also seems to have
held patents on various kinds of marine machinery including an improved marine winch
or capstan. 

1867 Tallcot Water Wheel Ad & Later Magic Cure Nostrum Package

In 1870  he acquired the formula for his Magic Cure, and despite his
unsuccessful litigation with Moore, he apparently remained in the patent medicine
business. By 1887, when he suffered a robbery of his home in Brooklyn, the New York
Times described him as a “wealthy patent medicine dealer.” 



Moore Trade Cards

Moore Sure Cure For Chills Package Showing Ripped Facsimile Seal

Dr. Charles C. Moore, who resided in Elizabeth, NJ with his family, also had a
predilection far from patent  medicine. He seems also to have been a chess master who
created and published chess strategies with the likes of the then world champion Paul



Morphy (1837-1884). Testimonials for his Pilules claimed that they were particularly
effective in the treatment of malaria and similar chills and fevers, better even than
quinine. His Throat & Lung Lozenges were effusively endorsed by various different
strains of Protestant clergy and advertised heavily in their literature. Presumably such
ministers had constant need of Moore’s remedy to keep their throats in shape for
preaching.

Dr. C. C. Moore & Co. Battleship Revenue Cancel Types Recognized in BDR2

As with Collins Bros. Medicine Co., Ballard seems to have stepped forward to
purchase the Moore Co. immediately upon the death of the original proprietor in 1900.
He must have maintained the most attentive watch upon the patent medicine industry
to be aware of such opportunities as soon as they arose, and he clearly was ready in an
instant to complete a purchase.  A trade magazine reporting on the transaction noted
that the Moore Co. “for many years did a very large business in the South Atlantic and
Southern States.”



C. E. Hull & Co. Civil War Private Die Proprietary Stamp
Featuring Portrait of C. E. Hull Printed on Various Papers

Early 1880s Hull Ads From Southern Newspapers

Hull Battleship Revenue Cancel Types Recognized In BDR2

Ballard permitted the Moore company to continue to function and exist in
Moore’s name while moving its operations to St. Louis. A small note in a 1906 trade
journal indicated that Ballard made a further purchase in its name when the Moore Co.
obtained the “proprietary rights” to Strong’s Sanative and Pectoral Pills from another
old-line proprietary medicine manufacturer, C. E. Hull & Co. Ballard does not seem to
have purchased the entire Hull company, but only these two product lines. While these
two pills were the  mainstays of the Hull Co. in its heyday during the 1880s, it is
unclear what impact this transfer had on Hull’s operations in 1906. Hull himself was
then still alive, dying in 1912 at age 84.



A4)  C. F. Simmons Medicine Co.

Predecessor Dr. M. A. Simmons Civil War Proprietary Revenue Stamp
Featuring His Portrait

In discussing the Civil War Era private die proprietary stamp of this company’s
predecessor, Dr. M. A. Simmons, Holcombe sticks almost entirely to a description of
that stamp itself.  He only hints that there may have been some competitive jockeying
about whether his brand of Dr. Simmons Vegetable Liver Medicine or others’ elixirs
represented the genuine and true product.  The full story of M. A.’s and various others’
thrashing and turmoil is virtually as complex and tangled as the story of Atwood’s
Bitters recounted in the  article concerning Sterling’s acquisition of Manhattan
Medicine Co., for the tale replicates the intricacies of dealing with the fallout of
splitting a single family’s secret  recipe for its remedy among various family members
each of whom then claimed the exclusive right to manufacture the “true” nostrum.

Exuberant, Rare Sheet Corner Example of Same Stamp on Different Paper

Prior to 1840, one A. [Adam] Q. [Quimby] Simmons (1786-1862), a Georgia
farmer, came into possession of a formula for a liver medicine that he prepared for his



family’s use. In 1840, he and his grown son, M. [Miles] A. [Alexander] Simmons
(1820-1901), determined to sell some of this formula commercially. They prepared it
in 5 gallon kegs (not unlike moonshine) at A. Q.’s home. M. A. then put them in his
buggy to drive around the countryside dispensing it in such quantities as suited
individual customers.  After a few such trips, the father and son both decided to
manufacture and sell this liver formula, each from his own separate home in different
Geogia counties. Both thereupon added the title “Doctor” to their names and each
continued to manufacture the liver medicine.  A. Q. did not really advertise his
medicine, subsequently moved to Texas in 1856 and died there in 1862. M. A. moved
to Mississippi and, being younger, extensively advertised his medicine as Dr. M. A.
Simmons Vegetable Liver Medicine.



J. H. Zeilin & Co. Civil War Private Die Proprietary Stamps
Three Types, Imperforate Variety Printed on Various Papers

& Zeilin Facsimile Stamp Used After Tax Ended 

In 1856 and 1857, A. Q. apparently issued written  permissions to manufacture
all of his medicines, including his liver formula, to virtually all the rest of his children,
in particular another of his sons, C. [Cicero] A. [Addison] Simmons (1832-1898).3  C.
A. immediately embarked up his own patent  medicine manufacturing career, calling
his liver preparation “Dr. C A Simmons Liver Medicine” until 1865 and “Dr. Simmons
Liver Regulator” between 1865 and 1868. In 1868, he sold his rights to J. H. Zeilin &
Co.,   a Macon, GA company that quickly moved to Philadelphia, PA - yet another
issuer of private die proprietary stamps - and incorporated C. A.’s products into its
product catalog.  

Re-Issued Simmons Private Die Proprietary Stamp
 With Die Re-cut to Show Simmons’ Move to St. Louis

M. A. remained in Mississippi until 1879 when he moved to St. Louis, and sold
his business by means of a couple of intermediate transfers to his own son, Dr. C.
[Charles] F. [Franklin] Simmons (1853-1910), who continued his father’s patent
medicine business.  Although Simmons’ Liver Medicine and Zeilin’s Liver Regulator
had co-existed uneasily for years, with each warning about imitators and occasionally
suing other interlopers, once Zeilin’s brand of Simmons Family Medicines  collided
with C. F.’s in the marketplace, hostilities heated up between the companies as to
whose products were the true successor to A. Q.’s  medicines and each side loudly 
proclaimed itself in various media as the proper heir to A. Q. 



Private Die Civil War Proprietary Stamps
Of Predecessors to Mansfield Drug Co.

1895 Mansfield Drug Co. Cover

Eventually, in 1891, C. F. sued Zeilin and others in Tennessee (including 
another company that also issued private die proprietary stamps, the Mansfield Drug
Co., of Memphis, TN which was cooperating with Zeilin).  C. F. alleged traditional
trademark infringement as well as the still relatively new claim of harmful unfair
competition.  Zeilin denied all these allegations and asserted that C. F.’s own
misleading conduct disqualified him from asking for the relief he sought.



Sample Simmons & Zeilin Trade Cards

In a ruling issued in 1895, the Tennessee Supreme Court wrestled with each of
these three thorny issues.  First, it ruled against Zeilin’s assertion that the C. F. lacked
the right to address the Court because of his own prior bad conduct. While it found
false a claim by M. A. once advertised in a broadside  circulated some years before the
litigation commenced that he, M.A., was the sole  discoverer of the formula, it found
no merit in Zeilin’s allegation that such a single false representation meant that C. F.,
as M. A.’s successor, lacked the “clean  hands” necessary to seek relief from the Court,
finding that since M. A. genuinely believed that he was the only one who possessed the
“true” and correct formula for A. Q.’s remedy, and had even offered at an earlier stage
in the contentious relations between the parties to teach Zeilin the proper way to make
the concoction, M.A.’s  single false representation did not disqualify C. F. from 
seeking legal relief. 

1894 Simmons & Zeilin Covers 



Next, the Court dealt with the C. F.’s contention that Zeilin had infringed its
trademark. With respect to this aspect of the case, apparently M. A. himself had never
complained about Zeilin describing its product as “Simmons Liver Regulator” so long
as its packaging was distinctive from his own, and only found Zeilin’s use of the term
“Medicine” in new packaging troubling. After reciting the long record of each side’s
various attempts at trademark registrations, the Court cited English and American case
law precedents which established the principle that trademarks protect distinctive
words or designs that become identified by the public with specific products. It held
that C. F. could not enforce his trademark against Zeilin. It had no difficulty finding that
“Liver Medicine” was too weak, broad and descriptive a term to qualify for trademark
protection, even when  modified by Simmons’ name, which the Court also found
merely descriptive after its use for so many years by both M.A. and Zeilin. Thus Zeilin
continued to possess the right to use the terms Simmons, Liver Medicine and Liver
Regulator, and had prevailed under traditional trademark standards.

Views of Simmons Liver Medicine Tin 
& Zeilin Almanac Covers Picturing Zeilin Liver Regulator Box



The Court then explored the contours of the developing new legal wrong of
unfair  competition that C. F. had alleged about a particular packaging design that
Zeilin had recently sponsored, finding that, not  unlike proof of trademark infringement,
its proof also required a finding of a fraud perpetrated upon the public.  Tracking in
minuscule detail through a tortuous and circuitous pathway, it explored C. F.’s
contention that Zeilin had sown confusion about the “true” brand of Simmons Liver
Medicine through its marketing of a product called “Simmons Improved Liver
Medicine,” separate and apart from Zeilin’s own product, which it claimed to have
purchased from yet another of A. Q.’s sons-in-law, a T. F. Cheek, who also claimed
to own a share of the family formula as validated by, and attested to, by yet another of
A. Q.’s sons, one A. W. Simmons, and whose packaging mimicked the Simmons
packaging closely by using A. Q.’s portrait in the same fashion as C.F.’s packaging did. 
Sadly, with current extant records it is impossible to independently verify information
about either T. F. Cheek or A. W. Simmons, both of whose existence, in particular as
a part of A. Q.’s family, appears to be presently reported only in the files of this
litigation. While C. F. claimed deliberate misrepresentation on Zeilin’s part, Zeilin
alleged that T. F. Cheek’s operation was entirely separate and apart from its own, but
the Court found no substance to that allegation, and ruled that Zeilin’s sponsorship of
the Cheek packaging was intended to confuse the public.  The Court granted C. F. a
limited injunction against that particular packaging design. C. F. won that battle, but,
in a sense, lost the war, as had John Henry when he tried to stamp out all the other
Atwood’s Bitters, for Zeilin could, and did, continue to advertise and market its own
Simmons Liver Regulator.

Portrait of C. F. Simmons

According to such brief biographies as presently exist, C. F. Simmons was a
character.  His training was as a lawyer and he spent most of his youth filing lawsuits
against those whom M. A. thought were infringing on the family business, such as



Zeilin.  Like his grandfather and father, he assumed the title “Dr.” when he took full
control of the patent medicine business himself. He also possessed a temper, and had
“many Affairs of Honor (duels) which he continually won” as one biography put it.4 A
pharmaceutical trade journal reported one such “affair” in January, 1898.  C. F. shot
and wounded a company stenographer when the man visited C. F.’s home to deny
rumors that he was involved with C. F.’s daughter. C. F.’s son, Harry, finally wrestled
the gun away from his father thus preventing him from killing the stenographer,
although Harry then chased the wounded man, compelled him to return to C. F.’s
house, and both Simmons chased him firing the pistol when he again fled. Both
Simmons later turned themselves into the police, and, even though the stenographer
declined to prefer charges against them, the article noted that the prosecuting attorney
issued warrants against them because C. F. had been involved in other “assault with
intent to kill cases in the past.”

C. F. Simmons Medicine Co. Battleship Revenue Cancel Types Recognized in BDR2

J. H. Zeilin & Co. Battleship Revenue Cancel Types Recognized in BDR2



Possibly because of the kind of incident recounted above, or maybe simply
because his own doctor recommended it for his health (as one biography claims), in
1900, C. F. sold his company to Ballard and moved his family west to a 60,000 acre
ranch in Live Oak County in southeastern Texas. There Harry died from a rattlesnake
bite in 1903 at age 29. C. F. continued to engage in the cattle business for a few years
after his son’s death, but moved on to San Antonio in 1907. He intended to divide and
sell his ranch to the neighboring small farmers, but before he completed his plans, he
died in 1910. Perhaps for shrewd business reasons, or because of C.F.’s notoriety,
Ballard never merged the Simmons business into his own company’s name nor
advertised its products under the Ballard  name, simply adding the title of president of
the C. F. Simmons Co. to the list of business positions he held, and letting the Liver
Medicine sell itself. 

A5)  Swaim Laboratory

James Swaim Die Cut 6 Cent

James Swaim Imperforate 8 Cent

James Swaim Die Cut 8 Cent



William Swaim Imperforate 8 Cent

William Swaim Die Cut 8 Cent



James & William Jr. Swaim Signatures On Rare
Swaim Co. Civil War Private Die Proprietary Stamps

Printed As Die-Cut & Regular Stamps On Various Kinds Of Paper

When James Ballard purchased this company in 1900, the National Druggist,
a trade journal, congratulated him on acquiring this nostrum: “Of all the old-time
“family remedies,” whose names are really and truly “household words” throughout
America, none are held in higher esteem or are more favorably known than “Swaim’s
Panacea” ...” Swaim was an old name in patent medicines. According to Holcombe,
whose focus, after all, was upon its eye-popping  private die proprietary revenue
stamps that the company utilized between 1862 and 1883, one Dr. James Swaim
opened his medical practice in Philadelphia even earlier, but began selling his remedies
to the public about 1820. The rest of the history of the company is briefly sketched.
Through James control later passed to William Swaim, although Holcombe only
presumed that William was James’s son, and did not carry the history beyond 1883.

Portraits of William Swaim Sr.

Others tell a more complicated story that centers on James’s father, William Sr.
(1781-1846), being the actual initiator of the formula for Swaim’s Panacea. For
example, James Harvey Young, who devoted a whole chapter to William Swaim in his
social history of Nineteenth Century patent medicine, The Toadstool Millionaires,
established that William was actually a book-binder from New York until he became
ill and was cured by one Dr. Quackinboss, a reputable physician. The illness turned
William into a new path.  Fascinated by the doctor’s remedy, he modified what he
believed to be its formula, a common, good tasting sarsaparilla concoction, and  moved
to Philadelphia, to begin a business manufacturing his Panacea. As one of the very first
clashes between the medical establishment and the patent medicine industry, Young



discussed at length  Swaim’s early endorsement by some of Philadelphia’s most
eminent  doctors because sarsaparilla was then considered to have medicinal 
properties, and then, shortly after, these same doctors’ red-faced apologies and his
battles with a more  discerning groups of physicians in both Philadelphia and New
York City who labeled his Panacea yet another quack medicine after they discovered
by chemical analysis that his secret formula contained a mercury compound, when
mercury was one of the very poisons his advertising claimed to combat. 

Swaim Bottle Label & Early “Quasi-Skeleton” Cure Ad

Despite condemnation by the medical establishment,  Swaim’s Panacea
continued to sell well, even at a price several times higher than most contemporary
patent medicines, hence the high values later on the Civil War private die proprietary
stamps. When William died, his son James (1810c-1870) took charge of the business.
His obituary in a medical trade journal noted that, while he was the son of the late [now
apparently self-titled] Dr. William Swaim and had trained at the University of
Pennsylvania and studied medicine in both London and Paris, “we believe [he] never
engaged in the active practice of medicine, but, enjoying the advantages of a liberal
income, devoted his time to the study of science, extending his researches in every
direction.” One science that James dabbled in was “rapping,” a system of knocking to
communicate through walls, a sort of precursor of Morse Code, about which he himself
published a treatise. James, as a rich gentleman of leisure, lived a great deal of his time
in Paris and in fact, died there.  



`

1873 Swaim Ad linking it with W. M.  Schieffelin & Co. &
1890 Ad touting Stewart’s long stewardship of Panacea

To oversee the actual  manufacture of the Panacea and other medicines, James
placed Dr. Franklin Stewart (1820-1892) in charge of the Swaim laboratory.  Some
sources name Stewart as William Swaim Sr.’s son-in-law, but that attribution is
seemingly without foundation. Stewart discharged his duties faithfully until his death,
and, as the years went on, alluded in its advertising to his many years of service as a
guarantee of quality. The very long-lasting and heavy hitting New York City firm of
Schieffelin & Co. acted as the company’s General Agent for distribution and other
matters, although some sources go so far as to say it really handled the manufacture of
goods as well.

Swaim Logos



The reason Stewart remained in control for so long was that when James died,
ownership of Swaim Laboratory passed to his family, in the person of his son William
Jr. (1832-1877),  whose signature is found on some of the later period Civil War
private die  proprietary stamps, but who appears to have had little connection with the
business other than that, and who seems to have been perfectly content  to continue the
practice of absentee ownership. At the time of Stewart’s death, twenty years later, the
family consisted of the Louisa, widow of  William Jr., a foreigner born in Trieste who
continued to live in France, and his three daughters. After 1892, Louisa replaced
Stewart with a series of unsatisfactory managers. 

1898 Swaim Cover & Battleship Revenue Cancel Types Recognized in BDR2

Business flagged until Pharmaceutical Era, another trade journal, wrote about
the company in August, 1897:

Many years ago Swaim’s Panacea was considered one of the best
proprietary medicine properties in the country. Thousands of the best
people swore by it and paid full price for it in the retail stores.  Today,
owing, it is said, to internecine war and ill-judged advertising, the sale of
the medicine languishes, although a number of capitalists would be willing
to pay $30,000 or so for the proprietary rights, were they for sale.



After  making this assessment, while reporting on the corrective action taken, the
journal  related  that William Jr.’s youngest daughter, Eliza Battanchon (1864-1908)
and her husband had “relinquished their Paris home” in order to assume control of the
company,  forcing her mother out of management through a sheriff’s sale which
realized $783, with a few lots of the Panacea sold to Philadelphia wholesalers.

Ballard’s Swaim’s Panacea Bottle & Pamphlet Ad

The next few years must not have been deeply profitable,  for the ever vigilant
Ballard - probably one of those  “capitalists ... willing to pay $30,000" - purchased the
company from Eliza Battanchon in 1900.  While transferring the business operations
and manufacture of the Panacea to St. Louis, as he did with most of the companies he
purchased, he seems to have let the company largely continue its own advertising
policy, although frequently cross-referencing Swaim’s Panacea in advertising material
for other Ballard products.  Whether the transaction proved profitable for Ballard is
hard to judge at this time so far removed, but Ballard never seem to lack for funds to
finance his purchases.



B)  Companies That Came Into Existence
                Or Came To Prominence After 1883

B1)  Brown’s Iron Bitters Co. 

Brown Iron Bitters Co. Cancel Type Recognized In BDR2

Brown’s Iron Bitters were manufactured by Brown Chemical Co. of Baltimore,
MD, beginning as early as the 1870s. Three factors seem to have caused the
manufacturer to sell the Bitters to James Ballard’s in 1903. The first was the legal
weakness the manufacturer had in defending its product name. The second was the
poor quality of its advertising in the late 1890s that diminished sales of the Bitters, and
the third element was that a combination of the first two led to a quiet reorganization
of the company.

1884 Brown Chemical Co. Postcard Announcing Huge Ad Campaign for 1885

With respect to legal weakness,  the difficulty that Brown Chemical Co. faced
in manufacturing and protecting the goodwill of its Bitters was much like the one
described in the discussion above of Simmons Liver Medicine. Brown was an even
more common name than Simmons, so the problem of multiple Browns as product
sponsors arose even in absence of a generous clan founder, and both the terms “Iron”
and “Bitters” were far too generally descriptive to warrant protection as a trademark.
Thus, from the beginning, Brown Chemical Co. was litigating and losing cases
concerning the name of its product, so long as the competitors sufficiently differentiated 



their packaging from Brown’s.  In 1889, it litigated and lost a case to Frederick Stearns
Co. (recently profiled in this column), although the principal case that it litigated and
lost all the way up to the U.S. Supreme Court in 1891 pitted it against the notable St.
Louis firm of Meyer Bros. & Co. (also already partially profiled in this column). 

1886c Brown Chemical Co. Cover

In the litigation that went to the Supreme Court,  the Brown Chemical Co.
alleged that the defendant in selling its Brown’s Iron Tonic was trading on the
packaging and label for the Chemical Co.’s well known and popular Iron Bitters which
it claimed it had devised and been using since 1879. The defendant claimed to be the
successor to a man named Brown, in this case identified as one  E. L. Brown, a
traveling salesman for a wholesale drug company located in Louisville, KY, who in
1881 had formed a partnership with a man named C.[Charles] J. Lincoln (1832-1910),
who was actually a prominent Little Rock, AK physician and druggist, to sell his own
formula of an iron tonic prepared by a Little Rock chemist in accordance with his
instructions in packaging that did not mimic plaintiff’s. At the time they began selling
their tonic, defendant claimed Brown and Lincoln had no knowledge of Brown
Chemical Co.’s Iron  Bitters. Brown subsequently sold out to Lincoln, who, in turn,
sold to Meyer Brothers, the party Brown Chemical Co. sued.



Early Trade Cards

Trade Cards Showing Iron Bitters Bottle & Young Woman 

Same Trade Card Printed In English & In German



Jenny Lind Trade Card

Broken Window Trade Card

Jester Calendar Trade Card

Brown Chemical Co. Trade Card Sampler



In analyzing the dispute,  the Supreme Court had no difficulty finding the
surname Brown too common, and the terms “Iron,” “Bitters,” and “Tonic” too weak
and generally descriptive to sustain any claim of trademark infringement.  Although it
allowed the product advertising material skated fairly close to being direct copies of the
Brown Chemical Co.’s trade cards and posters,  it nevertheless found that the
packaging and labels themselves - which it noted were the actual subject of the
litigation  - were  distinct enough to avoid public confusion. The Court further noted
that Lincoln’s company listed its tonic separately from Brown’s Iron Bitters in its
catalogue, thus avoiding representing to its customers that it was trading on the other’s
reputation. Moreover, the Court found that plaintiff Brown Chemical Co. had queried
Lincoln about infringement as soon as it heard about Lincoln’s Tonic, and [not unlike
M. A. Simmons in the Tennessee case] had written to Lincoln that it saw no conflict
between the two products after examining a bottle of the Tonic that Lincoln sent to it.

1881 & 1882 Brown Chemical Co. Newspaper Ads

The second weakness of the Brown Chemical Co. was highlighted in an 1896
“Department of Criticism” article by the advertising pioneer Charles Austin Bates
(1866-1936) which was run as a regular feature in the advertising trade journal
Printer’s Ink published by George Rowell (1838-1908).5  He wrote about the ads:

...



...

...



...

In an age where everything is judged by its appearance on first glance and our
collective attention span has shrunk to about six seconds, it is hard now to judge
whether Bates’s criticism was justified, but apparently he was correct when he noted
that revenue produced by the product was diminishing.   

1894 Brown Chemical Co. Trade Journal Ad

The combination of the first and second difficulties seems to have led to the third
difficulty the Brown Chemical Co. faced, for approximately one month after the Bates
article appeared a report in a single trade journal stated that because of an unpaid debt
of  $5000 the local Baltimore court had appointed a receiver to sort out its affairs.  This
shake-up most likely led to its name change from the Brown Chemical Co. to the



Brown’s Iron Bitters Co., and the battleship proprietary revenue identified both with
this company and this product reads “BIB,” presumably standing for Brown’s Iron
Bitters. To own this product, James Ballard acquired the Brown’s Iron Bitters Co. in
1903.

Brown’s Iron Bitters Bottles Pre- & Post Ballard Purchase

Curiously,  since Ballard never acquired ownership of the name  Brown
Chemical Co., within a year or two after the Baltimore company abandoned the name,
it was in use by other companies, principally one located in Nashville, TN, which
produced  and extensively advertised, Brown’s Magic Liniment and Brown’s Vin
Nerva Tonic. That company had also existed during the Spanish-American War and
had also cancelled proprietary battleship revenue stamps to indicate payment of taxes
on its products, but its cancel read “E. T. Brown.”6 By 1902, it was registering
trademarks with the U.S. patent office under the name Brown Chemical Co.,  and there
seems to have been neither confusion nor litigation concerning its assuming the name
Brown Chemical Co. since the Baltimore company apparently no longer existed. 
Sadly, because of the vast welter of records about Browns, no currently available
material discloses the slightest clue about the particular individual E. T. Brown who
gave his name to this second Brown Chemical Co. In fact, in 1902, this Brown
Chemical Co. was in the hands of a group of businessmen headed by one  John W.
Love (1866-1948), who was otherwise identified with the lumber industry. The
commonness of the name must have given them pause even then,  for, at a
shareholder’s meeting held that year, a trade journal noted that: “no steps were taken



to change the name of the company.”  However,  the complete telling of that story 
must remain hidden for revelation on some other day should  more  complete  records
become readily available.

B2)  Campho-Phenique Co.

Campho-Phenique Currently Available for Sale on Amazon
Seemingly Only Former Ballard Proprietary Medicine Still Currently in Production

Now Owned by a Private Limited Liability Corporation

Campho-Phenique was developed sometime in the 1880s by Phenique Chemical
Co. of  St. Louis as an antiseptic and surgical wound dressing.  Created by combining
camphor and phenol, it was touted as being safer and less toxic than iodoform, an
earlier carbon-iodine based antiseptic. Camphor is a highly aromatic substance
occurring in the bark of certain trees that has been used medicinally from time
immemorial, probably because of its smell.   Phenol was first refined from coal tar,
itself a by-product of the conversion to coal gas in place of wood as a source of light
and heat which took place at the beginning of the Nineteenth Century.  Experiments
with different types of coal tar products led scientists to the discovery that certain of
them would prevent the breakdown,  or putrefaction,  of meat,  and phenol, which is
also known as carbolic acid, stopped the resulting sewage odors.  At the same time,
Louis Pasteur (1822-1895) and other French scientists and physicians postulated that
microorganism, then referred to as microbes, caused putrefaction. While Pasteur’s
theories were not immediately universally accepted, following his lead, Joseph Lister
(1827-1912) the English surgeon, began to implement medical protocols in 1867 to
apply carbolic acid as an antiseptic to surgical wounds to allow healing and prevent
infection.  Improvements in the rates of surgical success meant that not much more than
a decade later, chemical companies all around the world were trying to market their



own antiseptics.  Campho-Phenique was one of those offered. 

Extremely Rare Set of Phenique Chemical Co. Provisional Stamps 
Used by Certain Companies in St. Louis Region

 When Battleship Revenue Stamps
 Were First Being Issued and Not Yet Available There



Phenique Chemical Co. Battleship Revenue Type Cancel Recognized in BDR2

The Phenique Chemical Co. was formed in St. Louis in the late 1880s. It
produced Campho-Phenique and a closely related formula called Chloro-Phenique as
antiseptics, as well medicines for skin diseases. At first, as advertising it printed
testimonials  from doctors in the  news columns of medical journals who opined
whether they preferred Campho-Phenique in liquid or powdered form.  It also soon
advertised Campho-Phenique for treatment of veterinary and dental cases as well as in
medical and surgical situations.  By 1897,  the company was big enough to increase its
capital from $50,000 to $100,000.   For  most of the 1890s, its  manager appears to
have been a druggist named John Crouch (1850-1927), a journeyman with a number
of different pharmaceutical firms, previously a member of his own short-lived drug
wholesale firm, Dougherty-Crouch Drug Co., and later a salesman for a quarter century
with another large and significant St. Louis wholesaler, John T Milliken & Co., yet
another canceller of battleship revenues.7  By 1896, the company was also  advertising
under the separate name Campho-Phenique Co.  In 1898, George. E. Remick (1867-
1947), who had worked for the Phenique Chemical Co for several years and was hailed
by one of the trade journals as being “widely and favorably known in the drug trade,”
succeeded Crouch as manager. 



1897 Phenique Chemical Co. Ad

Ballard purchased the Phenique Chemical Co. in 1903, but always listed himself
as president of the Campho-Phenique Co.  While there was some brief, sporadic
advertising of other products  manufactured by the Phenique Chemical Co.  after 1903, 
Ballard seems to have concentrated virtually all of his energy  upon Campho-Phenique. 
Remick seems to have remained in St. Louis for a number of years possibly operating
his own patent medicine business and then  moved to Denver, CO where he continued
to manufacture patent medicines. As late as 1924, in reporting the latest fine he had
paid for a Food & Drug Act violation, the American Medical Association (AMA)
printed a list of the various patent medicines which Remick had produced under a
variety of company names that it had denounced in its pages dating back to 1910.

1906 Campho-Phenique Co. Trade Journal Ad

Ballard himself quickly came under fire from the AMA for Campho-Phenique
and in a most unpleasant way. In 1907, its Council for Pharmacy and Chemistry
performed a chemical analysis of both the liquid and powder versions of Ballard’s 



Campho-Phenique and found that neither result bore any resemblance to the formula
printed on the package.  The liquid was supposed to be 51% camphor and 49% phenol.
Instead the Council reported the liquid was 38% camphor and about 20% phenol, with
the balance of the substance - approximately another 38% - being liquid petroleum, or
oil.  Concerning the powder, the Council noted that the packaging did not set forth a
specific formula,  but used the expression “campho-phenique  in  powdered form”
which created the impression that it was mixed in the same proportion as the liquid.
However, analysis of the powder demonstrated that it was 92% inert talc, with the
balance of 8% devoted to camphor and phenol.

Ballard Campho-Phenique Co. Blotter

Of course, the Council found both the liquid and the powder to be misbranded,
but, writing for an audience of doctors and pharmacists rather than the public at large,
it felt obliged to delve deeper to discuss the harm it felt the misrepresentations might
have.  First, it showed that the published formulae for these “ethical” drugs were not
always reliable. If the formula for the liquid was followed by a professional as written,
it would not produce a compound that worked the way liquid Campho-Phenique was
advertised to work,  and, if  made  up in the actual proportions that the analyzed
mixture proved to be, it would be no more effective than the separate ingredients -
essentially, camphor and petroleum - as otherwise commonly used by such
professionals. The Council found the powder to be no more nor less than camphorated
talcum powder. Second, the misbranding showed that:



Perhaps because this “medicine” among  all of Ballard’s products was considered to
be an “ethical” one - meaning it was particularly advertised to doctors for their use,
specifically for them to use in disinfecting wounds - there  seems to have been some
real lingering concern and even bitterness on the part of the AMA about Ballard’s
cavalier treatment of both its concerns as to its continued proffer to the medical
profession and the  misrepresentation of its formula.

In 1918, the AMA took the unusual step of again warning against the use of
Campho-Phenique again invoking strong language:

      [a description of the 1907 article including the description of Ballard’s company followed]

Neither the 1907 AMA article, which was reprinted thereafter for fifteen years
in every AMA compilation of patent medicine denunciations and forthrightly labeled
Ballard by name as a quack, nor the 1918 article seems to have elicited the slightest
reaction from Ballard. Just like his paying fines for violations of the federal Food &
Drug Act, the article seems to have had no impact whatsoever either on the sale of his
nostrums nor on his general reputation or standing in the world. Without mass media
or the internet, because the AMA’s sphere of influence was limited to the professional



groups who read its literature, its naming Ballard to be a “quack” did not even draw
from him a threat of litigation for libel. To the world in general Ballard was a
philanthropist.

1920 Campho-Phenique Co. Trade Journal Ad

Ballard Period Campho-Phenique Bottle

1927 Campho-Phenique Co. Cover



B3)  Henry B. Platt Co.

1900 Henry B. Platt Co. Ads

Astute readers will recall that Henry B. Platt (1847-1902) was an early partner
of Alfred Scott (1846-1908), later of Scott & Bowne, which has already been
chronicled in this column as an earlier acquisition of Sterling Products, Inc.  [Sterling
VII]. When Scott, Platt & Co. dissolved in 1874, Platt started his own business as
Henry B. Platt Co. selling disinfectant under the name Platt’s Chlorides. As set forth
previously, he ran the business successfully and lived the life of a wealthy industrialist,
for example, taking his family to Switzerland for the summer of 1896.  He died
suddenly in 1902 as he was walking between the 23rd Street Ferry terminal and the
Pennsylvania Railroad Station in Jersey City, NJ on his way to catch a train to Atlantic
City. A trade journal eulogized him:

While Ballard  might have pounced immediately in 1902 to purchase the
company from the grieving family, this company turns out to have been one of his later
purchases.  Henry B. Platt Co.  continued under the  direction of Henry’s son,
Raymond (1876-1931), and Ballard did not purchase it until 1917, at which time he
followed his usual pattern of consolidating the operation into his own company in St.
Louis while leaving the company name in tact to conduct advertising.  



1913 Henry B. Platt Co. Trade Journal Ad

Platt’s Chlorides turns out to have been no better a disinfectant than Campho-
Phenique. While making no connection with Ballard, in 1920, the AMA’s Council on
Pharmacy and Chemistry issued a report about the product. After reviewing its
packaging and literature since 1899, the Council concluded that the company had
changed its formula a number of times without notice to the public and without making
the product more effective.  The Council further dismissed various claims that the
product would also purify the air, concluding that: “[w]hatever disinfecting or
germicidal action the preparation may possess is exercised only when the solution is
brought in direct contact with the substance to be disinfected.”  In addition it reviewed
scientific trials conducted by various agencies over a number of years on its
effectiveness as a disinfectant and concluded that it possessed but a “feeble  germicidal
action.” Ballard was certainly not looking to market particularly good or useful
products: only those that had an established name to sell.

B4)  Richardson Medicine Co.

1884 Richardson & Co. Trade Journal Ad



Coussens & Tabler Cancel on Government Civil War Era Revenue Stamp,
1878 Coussens & Tabler Ad & 1886 St. Louis Booklet

Three  products that were advertised by Richardson & Co.  while Ballard
worked there were White’s Cream Vermifuge, Coussens’ Honey of Tar and Tabler’s
Buckeye Pile Ointment. They were not advertised by anyone else, although they
originally seem to have been manufactured by the Coussens & Tabler Medicine Co. of
Nashville TN, for whom Richardson & Co acted as wholesale distributing agent.  At
some point Coussens & Tabler moved to St. Louis and either Richardson assimilated
it entirely or assumed the manufacture of these products.

1878 Richardson & Co Credit Acknowledgment Postcard



Richardson & Co Cancel on Civil War Government Issue Proprietary Revenue
& Civil War Era Product Vended by It

After Ballard left Richardson & Co., it went through a number of travails and
trials itself, emerging as Richardson Drug Co.8  Like the stories of so many companies
that intersect those directly impacted by Ballard, its own rich tale will have to await
another column, but suffice to say that in 1895 Ballard purchased the right to
manufacture products formerly made by Richardson Co. under the name Richardson
Medicine Co. Thereafter these products were advertised as part of Ballard’s own
company’s offerings.9

B5)  Smith’s Bile Beans Co.

J. F. Smith & Co. Battleship Revenue Cancel Types Recognized in BDR2

In 1893, responding to a critic who wrote that its product name, Smith’s Bile
Beans was “disgusting” and “grates upon one’s nerves and sickens even a strong



stomach,” the  predecessor of Smith’s Bile Beans Co.,  J. F. Smith & Co. wrote: “it
was chosen for the purpose of bringing a plain article in a plain way before a plain
people. Bile is a good English word, and beans is a word that even culture-loving
Boston dotes on. ‘Bile Beans’ are pills, originally bean shaped and their action is the
nearest approach to that of bile of any remedy known to medical science.” The
company strongly advised the critic to try a bottle of the pills to cure his nerves and his
stomach. The pills themselves were widely advertised to cure “Bilious Attacks, Sick
Headache, La Grippe, Colds, Liver Complaint and Constipation.” In other words,
virtually anything that ailed a body.

Iron-Malt Chemical Co. Trade Card

Bile Beans were originated by a druggist from Texarkana, AR named James F.
Smith (1846-1896). He began to sell them locally in his drug store and about 1880 set
up a company in St. Louis to manufacture them. Ultimately he entrusted its running to
his two younger brothers, Jesse W. (1857-1929?) and Gustav S. (1863-1931?), who
moved the main office of the business to New York City and during most of the 1890s
also manufactured and sold a tonic called Magic Iron Tone through a New York City
company called Iron Malt Chemical Co.  James F. retired from the business in 1890
and died of an apparent accidental morphine overdose in a St. Louis hotel in 1896. For
a while the Beans sold spectacularly well. They were actually manufactured by the
William R. Warner & Co.  of  Philadelphia (yet another canceller of battleship
revenues)10 and dispensed by Charles N. Crittenton Co. of New York City (already
profiled in this column) as its wholesaler and general agent for distribution.



J. F. Smith & Co. Bile Bean Trade Card

However, by the late 1890s, the company was in need of funds to operate.  To
replenish its coffers, in 1899, the company took various loans from Dr. Martin
Woodruff (1866-1934), a St. Louis physician  whose sister had married Jesse W.
Smith, and offered its trademarks and a formula for one of its nostrums as collateral for
these loans. Woodruff, who claimed to have no real involvement with the company
other than trying to help his in-laws, accepted them, stating that he regarded them as
essentially worthless, since he believed that the Smiths had been trying unsuccessfully
to sell them to others.  Among the creditors the company needed to pay was the
manufacturer of its Beans and other goods, W. R. Warner & Co. At first, Woodruff
allowed the company to assign the trademarks to Warner as security for the debt.
Warner then exchanged them for a series of notes made by the Smith Co. payable in
small  monthly installments.  At first, the company paid the debt from the money it
apparently managed to eke out of on-going sales, and then Woodruff took over the
payments on its behalf. When it took the notes, Warner signed the trademarks back to
Woodruff.  However, the transfers of the trademarks from the Smith Co. to Woodruff
and later to Warner and back again were not publically acknowledged or registered.



Smith Co. Trademark Registration Acknowledgment

In the same period, the Smith Co. embarked upon a new advertising campaign.
When it could not pay for the campaign, the advertising agent in 1900 insisted on
instituting an involuntary bankruptcy proceeding against it and having a Receiver
appointed to deal with its affairs. Since none of the changes in the ownership of the
trademarks had been publicized or registered, the Receiver believed they were a
corporate asset and sold them to a broker who re-sold them to a newly formed New
York company called J. F. Smith & Co. Incorporated 1901. 

Old J. F. Smith & Co. Trade Journal Announcement
Warning Against the “1901" Company



When the new company sent out letters to the trade claiming that it owned the
rights to Bile Beans, the St. Louis office of the original Smith Co., now operating under
the name Smith’s Bile Bean Co., responded with an trade announcement denying the
1901 Company’s claim, basing its statement apparently on Woodruff’s ownership of
the Bile Beans trademarks. In 1902, the new 1901 Company sued Woodruff claiming
that the original company’s transfer of the trademarks to Woodruff was void.  While
the Court ruled that the new company really wasn’t the appropriate party to contest
with Woodruff the legality of his ownership (but rather suggested the right belonged
to the Receiver), it found the actions of the original Smith Co. in transferring the rights
to Woodruff separate and discrete enough from Woodruff  himself, crediting
Woodruff’s claim that he had no role in managing the company. It therefore ruled in
1904 that the transfer to Woodruff appeared to be valid enough to give him title as
against the 1901 Company’s  use of the trademarks and enjoined the 1901 Company
from using them.

 

Common Back For Next 2 Illustrated Trade Cards

Taking his cue from the above decision issued by the Court in the case of the
1901 Company against Woodruff and realizing that the trademarks were the only other



assets the original Smith Co. might have that he could use to pay its debts,  the
Receiver instituted a suit in 1905 against the Warner Co. claiming  that back in the
1899 period when the Smith Co. had paid off the debt to the Warner Co. at the same
time as it was arranging the advertising campaign, it knew both that it was insolvent,
and that it was improperly favoring Warner’s debt over the rights of other creditors,
namely the advertising agent.  The Receiver expanded the lawsuit to include Dr.
Woodruff and Ballard, as Woodruff’s successor, in the lawsuit as defendants along
with Warner, claiming that since the trademarks had been privately swapped around
as collateral for the Warner debt, which itself was an illegal transfer, that transfer of the
trademarks was also illegal, and they properly were assets of the company.

Front of Another Smith Trade Card

Ballard testified as a witness for the defense at the hearing held in 1905
concerning the ownership of the Bile Beans trademarks. He stated that he knew the
Smith brothers casually and had been offered the opportunity to purchase the
trademarks years earlier, but had declined. He asserted that he made the contract with
Woodward to buy the trademarks for $10,500 in January, 1905, and gave a $500
binder. At that time, he claimed he was vaguely aware of litigation concerning the Bile
Beans trademarks, but understood that Woodward had at least a lower court decision
supporting Woodward’s ownership of the trademarks, although Ballard neither asked
for, nor received, a guarantee against an adverse decision on appeal. 



Front of a Third Smith Trade Card

Thereafter, Ballard conducted his own investigation about the ownership of the
trademarks.  He said he looked at the trademark registrations in Washington at the
same time as he checked the Brown’s Iron Bitters trademark registrations (which
actually appears to have occurred in 1903, or before, since,  as shown above, he bought
Brown Iron Bitters in 1903, although no one in this proceeding appears to have been
aware of the actual timing of his trip to Washington to question his ordering of the
events). He further alleged that he also traveled from Washington to Philadelphia and
New York City to speak personally with the heads of both the Warner Co. and the
Crittenton Co. to assure that neither of them claimed title to the trademarks. When he
had completed these inquiries, he testified, he completed the purchase, although he
noted that $1000 was temporarily held in escrow pending the outcome of any appeal
concerning Woodruff’s ownership of the trademarks,  but that too had been paid by 
the time he testified. 

Ballard Era Smith’s Bile Beans Bottle Still Full



Surprisingly, in 1906, the New York trial court issued its ruling upholding the
position of the Smith Co. Receiver’s that both the payment to Warner and the
temporary transfer of the trademarks as collateral were improper preferences given by
the Smith Co. to Warner’s debt and holding Warner, Woodruff and Ballard liable to the
Receiver. Yet neither the tentativeness of the  Court’s ruling in the 1901 Case before
Ballard’s purchase nor the trial court’s ruling against him in favor of the Receiver
seems to have either fazed Ballard  or interrupted  his continuing the original  Smith
Co.’s arrangement with Warner for production of the Bile Beans or Crittenton for their
distribution and accepting such profits as that arrangement yielded to him.

Ballard Era Bile Bean Box and Insert Advertising Other Ballard Products

Ballard’s icy calm seems to have been warranted. On appeal, in 1907, the
appellate court reversed all the trial court’s ruling, stating it saw no evidence that the
Smith’s Co.’s dealings with Warner were outside of the course of its normal business
or deliberately in contemplation of insolvency. It apparently accepted at face value
Woodruff’s representations that he was a completely disinterested party and also
attached no significance to there being no public record of the swapping of the
trademarks among the original Smith Co., Warner and Woodruff.  It further found that
Ballard had no notice of the Receiver’s claim when he investigated Woodruff’s title to
the trademarks and that his check of the records, (now referred to in law as doing “due
diligence),” was appropriate and adequate. The Court of Appeals later affirmed the
reversal in 1908.



The Competition: English Bile Bean Ad and Package

While Smith’s Bile Beans appear to have been the first and earliest Bile Beans,
there was a completely separate network of English, Canadian and worldwide
companies that also dealt in a product called Bile Beans. Because  both of  those  terms
-  bile and bean - are so broad and generic, readers of this column will by now
understand that no one could have trademarked them for their exclusive use, so there
was no litigation  concerning whether two companies could sell Bile Beans. The
English and  Canadian  companies, and their related American counterparts, will
receive due consideration from this column in the fullness of time. For now it must
suffice to speculate  that perhaps because the English and Canadian  medical authorities
chased so hard their brand of Bile Beans as being quackery, the AMA never seems to
have tackled Smith’s Bile Beans head on,  although Ballard’s ownership of  them is set
forth in the AMA’s withering denunciation of Campho-Phenique  mentioned above. 
Whether Ballard earned his $10,500 investment back on Bile Beans is hard  to say
now, but he always seems to have been willing to accept any challenge.



B6)  Dr. Swayne & Son 

Dr. Swayne & Son Cancel on First Government Proprietary Issue

Dr. Swayne & Son Cancel on Second Government Proprietary Issue
Printed on Various Papers

Dr. Swayne & Son Cancel Types Recognized by BDR2



Pennsylvania seems to have been home to many Quakers with the last name of
Swayne. One family seems to have produced three generations of patent medicine
makers beginning with Huson Swayne (1793-1863), continuing with his son William
Phillips Swayne (1825-1906), and ending with his grandson William Ambrose Swayne
(1862-1946). Each, in turn, as head of the family business, Dr. Swayne  & Son, took
the honorific title “Dr.”  According to the most complete and authoritative  account
concerning the operation of this business, the Peachridge Glass website, Huson
Swayne began selling his medicines around 1838 and advertising in German
publications around the city of Philadelphia around 1847.

Swayne Ad in German in 1847 Reading, PA Newspaper

Albeit the Swaynes ultimately offered their own “Panacea,”  there  appears 
never to have been any confusion between the Swayne’s medicines and the Swaim
Panacea (and other medicines) offered at the very same time in the very same city by
the Swaim family discussed above in this article.  Considering how long both of these
companies stayed in business  and how well both seem to have prospered over the
more than 50 years that they competed against one another, it is remarkable how little
conflict there was between them. Moreover, unlike other families whose stories are
chronicled in these pages, in general, the Swayne’s seemed to have conducted
themselves  so modestly as to attract little attention over the years even from the
various trade journals that reported on the doings in the pharmaceutical industry from
the 1850s on.  There appear to be no articles describing the various wonders of their 
manufacturing plant nor praising the wisdom and industry of the company leader.



Swaim & Swayne Ads Appearing Together on Same Page of 1852 Magazine

The Peachridge Glass website suggests that the William A. Swayne, Huson’s
grandson, had relinquished control of the business to others by 1904, but does not
know whether the change meant an outright sale of the business or simply a takeover
by a newer and fresher  management.  However, in June 1905, Ballard announced to
the industry his purchase of Dr. Swayne & Son (which he dated as being in business
since 1830),  and listed his selling price per dozen  of its seven Swayne’s medicines
and one hair restorer.  The announcement did not give details as to either the seller or
the purchase price, but, having studied Ballard’s behavior, he undoubtedly thought it
was a good deal for him.



Swayne “Stanley In Africa” Trade Card

The coincidence of the Philadelphia families of Swayne and Swaim both selling
Panaceas that were later purchased by Ballard seems to have attracted no particular
notice from anyone except perhaps the federal government, which in 1915 did charge
Ballard with misbranding violations under the federal Food & Drug Act in connection
with the label of each Panacea as a part of the same indictment brought against Collins
Ague Remedy discussed above.  While the label of each of the products was set out in
detail together with the chemical analysis performed on it, the nub of the complaint
against each  medicine was that although each claimed contains substances to cure a
list of various ailments, “it was not, in whole or in part, composed of, and did not
contain such ingredients  or  medical  agents.” As already discussed above in
connection with Collins Ague Remedy,  Ballard simply pleaded guilty and paid the $30
fine, apparently $10 for each of the three product violations charged.



C)  Companies Virtually Indistinguishable From Ballard’s Own Despite 
                 Their Names

C1)   Dr. William Hall Medicine Co. 

1896 Dr. William Hall Medicine Co. Ad in Indian Territory [Oklahoma] Newspaper

 Probably the most significant fact to mention about this company is that it
appears to have had no connection whatsoever with the William Halls mentioned in
connection with the earlier discussion in this article of Hall & Ruckel. This company,
whose product was Hall’s Hog Cholera Cure, seems to have been located in St. Louis
and appears to have been mentioned first within the pharmaceutical industry in 1892
when one Francis T. Grishaber (1860-1900) bought out the interest of  one C. F. Spray
to become its sole proprietor.  Further investigation of purely genealogical records
shows that Christopher F. Spray (1838-1909) was Grishaber’s father-in-law, but
reveals nothing concerning the derivation of the company or its product. A stray
insurance record shows that the company apparently owned a warehouse in New
Orleans in 1897. Grishaber drew one more notice from a trade journal in the form of
an chatty blurb as being the most skillful of a fishing party that traveled to Arkansas
that year. Sadly, Grishaber’s next mention was his obituary. Thereafter, Ballard, who
was located in the same place, quickly became owner of the company and seems to
have folded everything  but its name directly into his  own Ballard’s Snow Liniment
Co.  In 1918 - as with virtually all of Ballard’s products - the government seized a
shipment of Hall’s Hog Cholera Cure as misbranded for its claiming on the packaging
to cure hog diseases that the ingredients as analyzed by the government simply could
not effectuate. The company never appeared in the proceedings and the court ordered
the seized product destroyed. Ballard never even flinched.



C2)  Herbine Co. 

1885c Herbine Co. Cover & Return Envelope

Herbine Co. was an early acquisition by Ballard in 1891, which appears to
explain why everything about it except its name was rolled directly into his own
company. Its product was Herbine which had been registered as a trademark for a liver
medicine in 1878 by one William Condell (1849-?) and produced by him thereafter at
his factory in St. Louis. A ruling late in 1878 by the Internal Revenue Office of the
Treasury Department explicitly classified it as a patent medicine, subject to the patent
medicine tax rate rather than to liquor’s higher rates.  Years later Ballard still offered
it as a balm for liver ailments.



Ballard Era Herbine Box & Bottle
With Instruction Sheet Which Includes Advertising

for Other Ballard Products

C3)  Sylvan Remedy Co. 

Portrait of Eugene F. Baldwin



In 1890, the Sylvan Remedy Co. of Peoria, IL received a trademark for Reid’s
German Cough & Kidney Cure, and in 1892, the company was incorporated by three
men also from Peoria, IL. The most notable of these three was Eugene F. Baldwin
(1840-1914), a Civil War veteran, who, save for a brief sojourn in the patent medicine
business as a part of the Sylvan Remedy Co., was otherwise acclaimed, and ultimately
profiled in the American Biography: A New Cyclopedia, as the founder and editor of
the Peoria Star newspaper which contained his nationally read column “The
Philosopher,” his musings on life.  Like George Rowell (1838-1908), of Ripans
Tabules, and others whose lives have been touched upon in this column, he must have
experienced a moment in his life when he saw an opportunity to make more money as
the owner of a patent medicine than one who wrote advertising copy about it or
published its  ads.  More like Charles Austin Bates (1866-1936), of Laxacola fame,
than Rowell, he appears to have realized that these opportunities did not always
materialize and returned to the calling he had trained to follow.

1892 Sylvan Remedy Co. Trade Journal Ad

The second of the Sylvan Remedy Co.’s incorporators was the man whom
Baldwin’s biography states briefly lured Baldwin away from the newspaper business,
Charles H. Powell (1853-1902). Powell was an investor with Baldwin in the local
Peoria evening newspaper. That he was also the patent medicine originator among the
three incorporators can be imputed from references to his name contained in the
opinions of the courts who later adjudicated the validity of claims made against his
estate as the guarantor of notes drawn on the Sylvan Remedy Co. given to its creditors.
The third man was Walter S. Horton (1857-1944), the attorney who drew the
incorporation papers.



Sylvan Remedy Co. Trade Cards

The history of the Sylvan Remedy Co. was brief.  Baldwin’s biography states
that it “made a failure of its plans after three years.” Baldwin and Powell returned to
the newspaper business by creating the Peoria Star in 1897 after the failure of the
medicine business.  Baldwin  reached even greater heights of  fame with this
newspaper. Ballard seems to have done well with Reid’s German Cough & Kidney
Cure. As a relatively early  acquisition of Ballard’s in the first half of the 1890s, the
Sylvan Remedy Co’s  operations were  entirely  subsumed into Ballard’s own
company, save for its name which Ballard chalked up as one he owned and controlled.



C4)  Henry Pharmacal Co.

1890 Renz & Henry Cover & Ad 

The Henry Pharmacal Co. was brought into being by Frank A. Henry (1855-
1909) of Louisville, KY.  Around 1890, he and Fred J. Renz (1856-1908), another
druggist from Louisville, had formed two partnerships, the retail drug store, Renz &
Henry and the  manufacturing company,  Renz & Henry Pharmacal Co. In 1895, the
two  men mutually divided the assets  between them.  Renz took the retail drug store
and Henry obtained complete control of the manufacturing company, which he named
the Henry Pharmacal Co. Concerning the work Henry had done to establish the
manufacturing company, one trade journal wrote at that time:



Henry’s drive fostered his products over the years and enabled him to add another,
Maizo-Lithium. 

1890c French Lick Springs Hotel Cover



In 1897,  Henry appears to have participated in a group of  Louisville
businessmen  who purchased the French Lick Springs in French Lick, IN,
approximately 75 miles west and slightly north of  Louisville after a disastrous fire
destroyed one of the major two competing existing  hotels.   In 1899, the
pharmaceutical trade journals all stated that Henry had taken charge of the Springs
directly, vowing with his expertise  in the patent medicine industry to fully exploit the
potential  of  French  Lick’s Pluto  mineral water.  Curiously, there is no further
mention of Henry’s involvement in the French Lick project in any of those trade
journals.  A 1920s hotel journal article mentions that in 1901 the Louisville syndicate
sold out to a former Indianapolis mayor Thomas Taggert (1856-1929), and all of the
modern histories of the resort and its constituent hotels date from 1902,  after yet more
fires destroyed not only the re-built French Lick Springs Hotel but also, by chance, its
major rival hotel in French Lick as well, which also re-built and re-opened in 1902. 
The  modern resort therefore dates itself from 1902,  and seems to rapidly gloss over
its earlier history. To the extent that the Louisville syndicate is even  mentioned, it is
represented only by the names Capt. John C. Howard (1829-1914) and his son, Dr.
John L. Howard (1866-1909) who are credited with acting on its behalf.  

1913 Pluto Water Cover

The right to develop and  market Pluto Water as a cure  remained with the
French Lick property, and, while Henry may have lost that opportunity (and the 
accompanying profit), he also avoided the AMA’s denunciation of Pluto Water as
quackery and the whopping misbranding fine of $50 imposed by the government after
a proceeding in 1909.  As with Ballard’s family of  medicines, neither the AMA’s
scolding nor the government proceeding seems to have diminished  the public’s
appetite for Pluto Water which remained on sale until 1971 when lithium, one of its
ingredients, was deemed a “controlled substance” under schedules added to the
narcotics law that year.



1903 Henry Pharmacal Co. Ad

Ballard took control of Henry Pharmacal approximately in 1903 and seems to
have continued sale of three of its products: 1) Henry’s Three Chlorides; 2) Henry’s
Tri-Iodides; and 3) Maizo-Lithium.  In 1915, the AMA issued its report condemning
all three products. It found Henry’s Three Chlorides to be simply “a nostrum whose
ingredients apparently were selected at random.” It dismissed Henry’s Tri-Iodides on
the grounds that it contained without disclosure poisonous mercury compounds. It
found Maizo-Lithium to be predicated on the false scientific theory that “lithium
dissolves uric acid deposits in the body.” Moreover, it criticized the product’s
advertising for claiming that the substance “maizo-lithium” was could be derived from
corn silk and, in fact, found no support for the proposition that there even existed such
a compound as “maizenate of lithium.” The AMA’s testing committee even wrote to
Ballard asking him to provide proof concerning the existence of such a chemical. 
Ballard never answered, and continued to sell the products.

Ballard Era Henry Pharmacal Co. Ads:
1915 for Three Chlorides & Maizo-Lithium & 1919 For Tri-Iodides



In condemning the three  products, the AMA’s testing committee  added a
special note reminding medical readers that this was the same James Ballard whom it
had condemned in connection with Campho-Phenique years earlier and once again
restated its conclusion that it could establish  no category of “ethical proprietaries” -
that is, proprietary  medicines that doctors  could safely and suitably  use or
recommend  to their patients - separate from the shady and barely regulated
“proprietary medicines” themselves, which were otherwise readily available to the
public, whose ingredients, if no longer secret after 1906, were too often either
misrepresented outright or vested with unproven curative powers. The AMA blasted
both the newspapers who carried ads to the pubic at large for patent medicines and
equally the medical journals who allowed the manufacturers like Ballard to advertise
their “ethical proprietaries” to doctors.  It stated that  the problem would never end
until newspapers stopped advertising such products to the public and the medical
profession itself renounced the erring medical journals. It summarized its views by
saying: “[s]ome day our profession will awake to the disgrace of it all.”

C5)  Littell’s Liquid Sulphur Co. 

Littell Liquid Sulphur Co. Cancel Type Recognized in BDR2

1899 Littell’s Liquid Sulphur Trade Journal Ad



Littell’s Liquid Sulphur Co. was a patent  medicine company in Dallas, TX in
the 1890s, but moved to St Louis in 1898. Whether this was the moment when Ballard
bought the company is difficult to determine because there is scant evidence in the
currently available records linking Ballard’s name directly with the Littell name,
although secondary sources list this company as part of Ballard’s empire. By 1902, the
company’s name was the Rhuma-Sulphur Co., and the only time that Ballard’s name
is directly connected to this company’s product is an Acknowledgment in 1927 that,
upon renewal, the Rhuma-Sulphur Co. transferred its trademark to Ballard.

1902 Rhuma-Sulphur Co. Trade Journal Ad

C6)  Mayfield Medicine Manufacturing Co. 

1900 & 1902 Mayfield Medicine Manufacturing Co. Ads

The Mayfield Medicine Manufacturing Co was founded by James J. McGee
(1845-1908) of Mayfield, KY, a practicing physician and druggist, about 1890. By
1898, it had issued its own fifty page catalogue detailing an extensive line of remedies



that it was producing. By 1900, it had moved the approximately 200 miles from
southwestern Kentucky to relocate its operations to St. Louis. Whether this indicates
that McGee had already sold it to Ballard is unclear, but by 1906 the company was
listed as being owned by Ballard.

C7 & 8)  Stephens Medicine Co. 
                         & Comet Medicine Co. 

W. T. Blow Civil War Private Die Proprietary Stamp
Printed on Different Types of Paper

Ballard’s relationship with Dr. T. L. Stephens’ Chemical Eye Salve and its
owners dated all the way back to his days with Richardson & Co. when that
organization acted as general agent for the product.  But the product has its own
complicated history.   A Thomas Leachman Stephens (1820-1872) seems to have
existed at one time in Calloway County, MO in Central Missouri outside of Fulton,
MO, and to have even owned a shop in the 1840s and 1850s once known as Stephens’
Store, where some say he formulated the Eye Salve.  A spot can be located for the
place where it once existed on a website called anyplaceamerica.com.

Facsimile Seal Used by W. T. Blow After the Civil War Tax Repealed

In the same 1859 petition seeking a city charter for Fulton, MO that lists T. L.
Stephens as a physician and druggist, there is listed an Edwin Curd (1829-1914),
merchant.  Holcombe lists Curd as a sometimes partner of one William Thomas Blow
(1822-1877) of St. Louis, the person who actually filed the trademark registration for
Eye Salve in 1873 and whose family actually had a private die proprietary stamp
created to place on it.  In an unusual gesture, Holcombe did not illustrate the stamp



(which may have indicated its rarity), and the stamp neither mentions the full name of
the product itself nor the  company that  manufactured it.  The stamp  merely reads:
“Dr. T. L. Stephens, W. T. Blow, proprietor.”

Portraits of Joseph Charless Sr. & Jr.

William T. Blow was a lesser figure in a St. Louis family that dated back nearly
to the beginning of the city’s history. It also was allied with an even earlier pioneer St.
Louis family, the Charless family. The Charless family came first to prominence.
Joseph Charless Sr. (1772-1834) was an Irish rebel who supported Robert Emmet
(1778-1803) in the freedom  movement that led to the abortive Irish rebellion of 1803
that cost Emmet his life. A printer by trade, early accounts suggest (although
questioned by more  modern  retellings) that  Charless was forced to flee Ireland in
1795 because of his political leanings, landing in Philadelphia before  moving west
ultimately to St. Louis where he established the first newspaper in St. Louis, the
Missouri Gazette, in 1808.  Because  he was the publisher of this newspaper, he
became extremely  well known throughout the community. While he came from a
family named Charles, he added the second “s” apparently to ensure that the name
would be pronounced as two syllables in the Irish fashion. In the late 1820s, Joseph Sr.
sold the newspaper and went into the drug business where his son, Joseph Jr. (1804-
1859) joined him.



Portraits of Peter Blow & Elizabeth Taylor Blow

In 1831, Joseph Jr. married Charlotte Blow (1810-1905), one of the 12 children
of Peter Blow (1777-1832) and Elizabeth Taylor (1785-1831) which subsequently led
to a number of partnerships between the Charless family and the Blow family. 
However, the Blow family’s historical significance derives from one other event in
which they played a crucial role, a detour away from the pharmaceutical business.  

1857c Photo of Dred Scott

The Blows owned the slave Dred Scott  for many years  before the famous
lawsuit that became one of the causes of the Civil War.   The family sold him to Dr.
Emerson, an army doctor, who took Scott to the free states of Illinois and Wisconsin
because of his army postings before returning to St. Louis. Once Scott was back in St.
Louis, W. T.’s brother Henry Taylor Blow (1817-1875) both encouraged Scott to seek
his freedom and helped to finance the litigation. A daughter of the Blow’s was also



married to one of Scott’s attorneys. After many years of litigation, the case was
determined in 1857 against Scott by the Supreme Court of the United States. Eventually
Emerson’s widow gave Scott back to the Blows who freed him  a few months before
his death.  

1842 St. Louis City Directory Ad for Joseph Charless & Co.

Returning to the less cataclysmic history of Dr. T.L. Stephens Chemical Eye
Salve, according to some commentaries, the first Blow to associate with the Charless
family was Henry, who it is claimed became a member of the drug firm of Charless &
Blow as early as 1835 or 1836, after the death of Joseph Sr.  However, in an 1842  St.
Louis business directory, the Charless drug firm was still listed as a separate entity
from  any Blow family business, while W. T. Blow was listed as a clerk in the drug
firm of Blow, Owings & Gillespie, presumably run by his brothers, Henry, and Taylor
Blow (1820–1869), who are also listed as being part that firm.  Another brother, Peter
E. (1814-1866) was listed as a dry goods merchant.

1850 St. Louis City Directory Ad for Charless & Blow



By 1850, the drug business was listed in the name Charless & Blow, although
at least one source indicates that Henry T. Blow had left the drug business to
successfully pursue the lead mining business in 1844.  Recognized widely enough to
merit a contemporary profile, Henry subsequently went back and forth between that
business and a political career that saw him serve as U.S. Minister to Venezuela, then
in the House of Representatives during the Civil War, as U.S. Minister to Brazil and
finally as a Commissioner of the District of Columbia. Joseph Charless Jr. was
assassinated in the streets of St. Louis in 1859, after giving testimony in a criminal trial
involving embezzlement.  The accused embezzler felt Charless had blackened his
name, and the assassination sparked a riot that came close to turning into a lynching. 
The story of the assassination was important enough to be covered by the New York
Times a thousand miles away.  Charless died very much a beloved public figure,
remembered as a bank president, leader of his church, and general public benefactor. 

Supposed Formula for Stephens’ Eye Salve Published in 1879 Trade Journal

Charless & Blow continued after the death of Joseph Jr., and other Blow
brothers must have been involved, because Holcombe says that Peter E. Blow -
formerly in business for himself - ordered and owned the dies for the Blow private die
proprietary stamp before signing them over to W. T. just before his death in 1866,
which means that W. T. might not have even been responsible for creating the formula
for the Eye Salve.  Holcombe says that its formula was much like other eye salves
being marketed at the same time, and that W. T. was in various partnership between
1866  and 1877, including some with Edwin Curd.  The tie between Blow and Curd
was familial: Curd married Harriet Webster, the sister of Blow’s wife, and perhaps he
was the one who carried the word of  Dr. Stephens’ Eye Salve from  Fulton County
MO to the Blows in St. Louis.  In any event, for reasons never quite adequately
explained, W. T.’s name is on the stamp.



1884 Richardson & Co. Trade Ad Featuring Stephens Eye Salve

However, by 1873, when  he filed the trademark registration, W. T. was the only
surviving brother other than Henry, by then otherwise occupied successfully both in
politics and in the lead mining business. W. T. was able to make the Eye Salve
lucrative during his lifetime. His widow, Julia Webster Blow  (1833-1915), was less
successful at keeping the business profitable. Eventually she needed loans to keep the
company afloat which she secured with  a mortgage given to her brother-in-law Edwin
Curd that contained the right to manufacture the nostrum, including its formula and
trademark. However, by the  mid-1890s, when the widow Blow was unable to repay
the loans, litigation ensued that resulted in the appointment of a receiver to control the
business and,  although that litigation stretched on to 1903,  resulted in the transfer of
the ownership of the trademark and formula to the mortgage holders.  



1890 Frost & Ruf Ad

In 1893, a trade journal announced that the Stephens Medicine Co. was
incorporated. Its president was L. E. Foster (1862-1953?), a restless figure who
wandered through the pharmaceutical industry in and around St. Louis in the 1880s and
1890s in several different capacities until he seems to have settled into ownership of
his own chemical company. In the late 1880s, Foster and his partner had begun
marketing his partner’s headache  remedy called Antikamnia in their retail drug store.
Thereafter, they had made the same kind of division of their business as Renz and
Henry above, with  Foster (unlike Henry) retaining the retail drug store.11  

1886 Comet Medicine Co. Ad

No sooner had Foster taken full control of the retail store, than he elaborately
refurbished it, and then immediately sold it.  The trade journal announcement soon
followed, which also noted that the new company’s secretary was J. [John?] E.
[Eugene?] Weber (1860s?-1930s?),  who left  another pharmaceutical position to



accept this job and at the same time, himself, became president of the Comet Medicine
Co,12 possibly an adjunct to the Stephens Medicine Co.  Possibly Curd was the
inspiration behind the formation of the Stephens Medicine Co.

1897 “Look Out For Counterfeits” Ad in Trade Journal
Run by Litigation Defendants in Support of Ballard’s Agency

Ballard’s part in the story of these companies and their products derives initially
from his prior employer’s relationship as the distribution agent for the remedy in the
1880s. That right was reconfirmed to the Ballard Snow Liniment Co. in an ad that
appeared in an 1897 catalogue of Meyer Bros. (the enormous St. Louis pharmaceutical
wholesaler and manufacturer, already partially profiled in this column).  The ad, run by
a company called J. W. Blow & Sons (presumably named for W.T.’s widow, making
its sole appearance in the currently extant historical record) even contained a specific
warning to the industry to beware of counterfeit Eye Salve packages.

1900 Ballard Agency Ad for Eye Salve



In light of the litigation then pending between the Blows and their creditors, it
is unclear what the relationship was between the Stephens Medicine Co. and J. W.
Blow & Sons, or who  properly controlled the rights to manufacture the Eye Salve at
the time the 1897 ad appeared, although it seems the two companies would have been
rivals.  The ad appears to have been intended by the Blow interests to warn potential
customers not to buy from the Stephens Medicine Co. Whatever its designed import,
its appearance does not really seem to have mattered in the long run. Although the ad
showed that  Ballard had a longstanding  relationship with Stephens’ Eye Salve, by
1900, Foster had moved on through several different positions with several different
companies, finally starting his own chemical company, and Ballard’s own ad listed
Comet Pile Remedy, the premier product of the Comet Medicine Co., as a direct
offering of Ballard’s company, while still acting as the distributing agent for the Eye
Salve. Later articles about Ballard place him in control of the Stephens company and,
in another small shift, some even later ads list Ballard as Stephens’ agent for
distributing Comet Pile Remedy.  However the situation had arisen, Ballard wound up
with the rights to all the products in the end.

2.  James Ballard

Ballard Photo from Catalogue of Rugs
He Gifted to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City

So what was the face James Ballard displayed to the public?



Ballard Signature in Gift Copy of Rug Catalogue

Once Ballard began to realize the enormous profits the Gilded Era permitted, 
he seems, at first, like others who similarly possessed such outsized riches, to have
begun collecting all the symbols and trappings of wealth such as paintings, and
likewise, to demonstrate his public-spiritedness, by loaning or giving them to local
institutions, particularly in his own home town, St. Louis, where  his generosity is noted
in several museum bulletins in the 1910s.  

Oriental Rugs In Background of Renaissance Painting
Petrus Christus Virgin & Child with Saints 1457

Just at the turn of the Twentieth Century,  Oriental rugs were first drawing
critical attention from art scholars as separate significant works of art because they
appeared as background decoration in the paintings of the great European Masters so
then  highly prized as the epitome of good taste and refinement. Ballard soon settled
into collecting rugs as his principal pursuit, and used his yearly business excursions as



the pretext for indulging his hobby.  Estimates of the number of miles he traveled in
pursuit of his obsession ranged from  250,000 to 500,000 miles, and he was said to
have taken no less than three complete times ocean voyages around the world as he
searched for specific masterpieces.  He brought his rug finds to his home in St. Louis,
where he built a fire-proof  room 22 feet by 44 feet from stone, brick and steel
especially to protect the rugs he amassed, displayed together with suitable  porcelains
and pictures, such as a painting by Sir Joshua Reynolds, which he ultimately gave to
a St. Louis museum.

Ballard’s Rug Room in his St. Louis Home

Ballard’s obsession with rugs may now be hard to understand.  Late in life, in
an interview given to a weekly magazine with national circulation, he asserted that his
romance with these rugs was kindled in 1905 when he became entranced by one in
particular he spied in the window of an otherwise nondescript store on Fourth Avenue
near Thirty-Third Street in New York City. He made inquiry and was disappointed to
learn that its selling price was $500, too expensive for him he claimed. Business
appointments kept him in New York City and, although he knew nothing about oriental
rugs, he found himself inextricably drawn back to look at that rug in the shop window.
Finally, on his last day, he burst into the store, plunked down the $375 in cash he could
muster and offered the  merchant an on the spot take-it or leave-it deal.  Naturally,
while initially skeptical and hesitant, the merchant ultimately accepted, and, as the
article recounted,  Ballard departed with that rug as well as “several others.” Thus in
a single burst was Ballard’s new hobby launched.  However, one must remember that



his new pursuit was not for either the poor or the faint of heart. In 1905, $500 was a
great deal of  money.  According to a current inflation calculator, that amount
represents approximately $16,200.00 in today’s currency.13   

Portrait of Sir Robert Hay Drummond,
Archbishop of York, by Joshua Reynolds

Later Gifted by Ballard to the St Louis Art Museum

Oddly enough, a reporter for Henry Ford’s vitriolic Dearborn Independent
summarized the same incident in Ballard’s life in a much more prosaic manner:

While that account may ring truer than the version set forth above, the reporter also
stated flatly that: “Ballard made his money manufacturing rugs[.]” with no further
inquiry into his business affairs.  Such was the magic of Ballard’s collection that the
writer did not need to delve into the source of his wealth.  



Rugs Given by Ballard To The
St. Louis Art Museum14

Not only did Ballard bestow loans of his oriental rugs on the art institutions of
St. Louis but also on museums in other cities, such as Philadelphia, Chicago, San
Francisco, Minneapolis, Indianapolis, Boston, Rochester, and Albany. Beyond those
institutions, he also extended loans to colleges and even retail department stores. Often
special catalogues were prepared and published for these exhibitions, and Ballard could
even supply a lecturer, Austin U. Dilly (1873-1959), whom an institution could pay to
explain the exhibit to the public.  Dilly was an academic at heart whom Ballard lured
for a time into becoming an oriental rug dealer. A New Yorker biographical sketch  of
the slightly priggish Dilly from 1939 summarized the relationship between Ballard and
Dilly in this way:



In 1921, Ballard made a loan of 69 rugs from his private collection to the Met. 
A brief  biography accompanying the description of that exhibit 15 adds to his career
one additional “fact” not  previously  mentioned:  Ballard’s family owned enough
timber land to supply the family amply with money.  Yet, that biography insists,
Ballard, nevertheless ran away to join the circus to travel the world. It then adds its
gloss to more conventional records by rounding off his history as follows: he first
became involved with drug stores, then with the wholesale drug business working for
Richardson & Co,  and finally he set up his own company and sold  his  own
proprietary medicine. While this biography does not quite square with the more bare
knuckles, work-a-day Ballard already described above who apprenticed to a druggist
at age 14, it is close enough to seem true and adds a dash of adventure at the beginning
of his career to his very tumultuous later exploits.  Ballard  never seemed to mind if  the
stories about him were heightened to emphasize the dramatic moments or the



“closeness of the calls” in his adventures.

1923 Ad for Newly Published Catalogue
of Ballard’s Rug Gift to the Metropolitan Museum of Art

in New York City

In 1922, Ballard became a donor for the ages - whose name is still linked with
his gift today - when he converted his exhibition at the Met into a breathtaking gift of
126 rugs that had cost him roughly $500,000, or over $7.5 million in today’s dollars
(although Ballard never liked to discuss the cost of any of his prizes).  The Museum
immediately conferred its highest honorary title, “Benefactor,” upon him.  When asked
why Ballard chose to make this astounding gift to a museum in New York City rather
than St. Louis, Ballard responded that for every one person who would see the rugs in
St. Louis, 5,000 would view them in New York City. Although St. Louis protested the
gift to New York, he also promised that it would not be forgotten. It was not.



The stories that circulated about Ballard were legion and memorable. One told
the tale of how in an unnamed far off city located in what would now be regarded as
the Middle East, he spotted a rare and valuable rug being utilized by an “Armenian rug
merchant” as a blanket to cover his busily scratching dog.  Rather than negotiating with
the rug merchant about the rug itself, he simply bought the dog. The merchant threw
in the dog blanket gratis. Back in the United States, after cleaning and fumigation, the
rug was acclaimed a rare masterpiece.

“Bird Rug” Illustration from
1925 Magazine Sketch of Ballard

Among the most oft repeated group of tales that particularly stressed his
sophistication under pressure centered on Ballard’s search for the legendary Seljuk
Turkish “Bird Rug.” Having tried without success to locate the rug in London and then
Paris, Ballard was traveling across the Balkan Peninsula in Thrace in the company of
an Englishman when they were detained by Greek irregulars then  at war with the
Turks as part of an attempted Greek expansion during the partition of the Ottoman



Empire after World War I. While  the Englishman was blustery and outraged by the
interruption of their train trip, Ballard kept calm and, by his cool demeanor, won over
the Greek commander who found the captives a bed rather than throwing them in
prison, released them the next day, then lent Ballard a guide from his command to aid
him both to complete his troubled journey through the disputed territory  and to help
him locate the rug he was seeking. Miraculously, the young officer did help Ballard to
find the rug in a dingy shop in Adrianople (now Edirne).  Ballard did note that no
sooner had Ballard secured it, than he asked Ballard for a job in the United States. 

Nor were the adventures in the Balkans the end of the excitement and peril of
this journey.  Still clutching his precious treasure,  Ballard traveled on to
Constantinople (now Istanbul) where fighting was taking place not only in the streets
but even within the very hotel where he was staying.  Four people were killed during
the night Ballard spent there. The next day he traveled to Smyrna (now Izmir) to catch
his ship home. He arrived just after the Turks captured the city and just as the Great
Fire of September, 1922 was erupting.  He counted 19 bodies that floated past his ship
as he was boarding and described the water below him as “black with refugees.”
Ultimately, according to the article, one third of Smyrna’s population of 450,000 were
killed during this incident.  The massacre was so traumatic that it finally led Greece to
sign a peace treaty with the Turks returning to its previously recognized border and
recognizing the new nation of Turkey as the successor to the Ottoman Empire.  No
sooner did Ballard arrive back in New York from that adventure than he augmented his
gift to the Met with this very “Bird Rug,”  and another rug said to bear the coat of arms
of the great Turco-Mongol conqueror Tamerlane.  Another gift, as reported by the New



York Times in 1924, was the very finest Imperial Chinese carpet that Ballard had
rushed to Beijing to purchase directly from the Emperor of China, after receiving a tip
from a friend that the Emperor would sell it because he needed the money to maintain
the Imperial City which he continued to occupy in reduced circumstances after being
deposed from power in 1911. Eventually, Ballard presented the Met with 133 rugs in
total.

Fellows Medical Manufacturing Co. Battleship Revenue Cancel Types
Recognized in BDR2

In 1926,  Ballard retired from the active management of his empire, retaining
only the ownership of  the Henry B. Platt Co., and the title of director of the First
Nation Bank of St. Louis and the St. Louis Union Trust Co. as well as director of the
Fellows Medical Manufacturing Co. (yet another canceller of battleship revenue
stamps).  In 1929, he made a major donation of rugs to the St. Louis Art Museum,
followed by his Reynolds painting the following year.  According to the New York
Times, he died in New York City on April 23, 1931"of filiria, a rate tropical disease he
had contracted in Egypt in 1927 when an insect bit him on the nose. Although he had
been in poor health ever since he was bitten, he did not become seriously ill until two
days ago.”  



The Ballards fondness for rugs did not end with James’s death.  In 1941, one of
his daughters, Bernice (1883-1947), who had accompanied him on a number of  his 
rug buying adventures, drew a mention in the New York Times by purchasing a  Persian
carpet at Parke Bernet for $16,000 (approximately $350,000 in today’s dollars) which
the gallery owner pronounced to be “unique.” In 1972, his other daughter Helen
(Nellie) (1890-1972) made a bequest of  her rug holdings  to supplement her father’s
gift to the St. Louis Art Museum.16



It is a shame that there is not much room in today’s memory and imagination for
the likes of James F. Ballard. Part huckster, part mid-Western jokester, part plain,
simple, hard-nose businessman, part romantic adventurer, in an age of looser ethical
standards and more of a “caveat emptor” belief in self-reliance and self-responsibility,
he fought his way to the top of his trade and then used his enormous wealth to make
beauty available to everyone. In his time, he was much admired and respected.

x----------x

1.   All of the records for this product, which appeared on the market as early as 1878, including
      advertisements and trademark registrations are in the name of Charles, Charles B., or Charles
      Bellemy Carpenter of Waverly MO.  The only private genealogical listing for a Charles
      Bellemy Carpenter born in Waverly MO is for one who lived between 1888 and 1957. 
      However, this B.’s father is listed as a Charles  Casey Carpenter, who married his mother,
      a Bellemy, in Missouri in 1878. Since the trademark registration was not made until 1911,
      either Charles B. had already inherited from his father and was moving to properly secure the
      legal rights to the product by registering its trademark, or the adult Charles Carpenter who
      formulated the product conducted the business, including registering its trademark, in his
      son’s name.

2.   Sample James S. Merrell Drug Co. Battleship Revenue Cancel Types



3.   A. Q. Simmons appears to have fathered no less than 12 children, at least 6 sons and 6          
      daughters, from all the names that appear in court records. By the time all the various lawsuits
      over the right to manufacture Simmons Liver Medicine or Regulator ended about 25 years       
      after A. Q.’s death, virtually every son or son-in-law, and not a few of A. Q.’s grandsons had
      been involved in, or mentioned in, one litigation or another.  At the same time as the litigation
      described in this article was unfolding, a separate lawsuit was transpiring in the federal courts
      in Georgia over whether M. [Miles] A. Thedford (1849-1903), one of A. Q.’s son-in-laws,
      could  manufacture Simmons’ Liver Medicine through his own company, the M. A. Thedford
      Medicine Co. Under the name “M. A. Thedford’s Original & Only Genuine Liver Medicine or
      Black Draught” after he had conveyed his interest in A. Q.’s formula to others, who in turn      
      had sold their formula rights to the Chattanooga Medicine Co. (a battleship revenue       
      canceller), plaintiff in the lawsuit against Thedford.  The federal district court found no bar to
      Thedford’s  new medicine construing Thedford’s sale only to cover the use of the name
      “Simmons Liver Medicine.” On appeal, however, the Fifth Circuit Court held that the nature
      of the terms of M. A.’s sale prohibited him for competing even using a different name and
      remanded the case to the District Court to enter the appropriate injunction and order an
      accounting for damages for improperly trading on the name.  Oddly enough, not long after
      that federal court’s decision in December, 1894, in April, 1895 in the Supreme Court of
      Georgia, Thedford himself won the right to a trail to bar yet another competitor from
      blatantly copying his Black Draught.  Since the Chattanooga Medicine Co. remained in
      business well into the 1960s and offered Black Draught as one of its principal products
      throughout that time, this  matter will have to be explored more fully in a subsequent column
      on the Chattanooga Medicine Co.  Other litigation involved A. Q.’s grandson, M.A.’s son, C.
      F. Simmons successfully suing his own younger brother, another M. [Miles] A. [Alexander]
      Simmons (1866-1935), in federal district court in Arkansas to prohibit him from selling his
      own  “Simmons’ Stomach Compound.”

Sample Chattanooga Medicine Co. Battleship Revenue Cancel Types

4.   Live Oak, Texas Historical Commission Website

5.   Rowell - it will be remembered by those readers who have had the tenacity to stick with this
      column - was the advertising genius behind Ripans Tabules, previous profiled about six
      years ago. Bates is also known to readers as the sad storyteller featured in the story
      of Laxacola published in this column some eight years ago.



6.   Sample E. T. Brown Battleship Revenue Cancel Type & 1906 Ad For New Brown Chemical
      Co.

7.   Sample J. Milliken & Co. Provisional & Battleship Revenue Cancel Types

Rare Provisional Stamps Used by Certain Companies in St. Louis Region
 When Battleship Revenue Stamps Were First Being Issued and Not Yet Available There



Sample J. Milliken & Co. Battleship Revenue Cancel Types

8.   However, to partially preview one of the promised subsequent column in this series, the
      battleship revenue stamps cancelled by the Richardson Drug Co. were actually cancelled by
      that firm from another location in Omaha NE by the surviving operation of what had
      originally begun as a subsidiary branch of the St. Louis drug wholesaler after the St. Louis
      location ceased to exist in 1897.

Sample Richardson Drug Co. Battleship Revenue Cancel Types

9.   Ballard’s takeover of Richardson’s product was most likely complete, although an odd
      report pops up about a different stray Coussens & Tabler product in a 1907 report by the
      Kansas Board of Health.  Quoted here in its entirety for sake of completeness, it does nothing
      to disturb that thesis, since the product was a leftover that must have been sitting on a store
      shelf for several years when it was taken for examination since it still bore the battleship
      revenue stamp from no later than 1901 on its box, and the cancel on the battleship revenue -
      which might have been either the local drug store’s or Ballard’s - was not identified.



10.    Sample W. R. Warner & Co. Battleship Revenue Cancel Types

Sample Printed Cancel Types Recognized in BDR2



Sample Handstamped Cancel Types Recognized in BDR2

11.   Foster may well have retained some small, but very profitable stake in his partner’s new         
       venture as the manufacturer of Antikamnia. That company very quickly emerged as the
       wildly successful Antikamnia Co. of St. Louis, which probably accounts for the appearance
       of  Foster’s name in the records of so many journals as the owner of champion livestock of
       many different varieties, including horses, chickens, pigs and possibly even carp.  Antikamnia
       Co.’s  distinctive printed cancel on battleship revenues is among the most abundant, lies at
       the heart of every printed battleship revenue collection, and which will receive its own
       separate column in due course.

       Sample Antikamnia Co. Provisional & Battleship Revenue Cancel Types

Rare Provisional Stamps Used by Certain Companies in St. Louis Region
 When Battleship Revenue Stamps Were First Being Issued and Not Yet Available There



Printed Cancel Types Recognized in BDR2

Handstamped  Cancel Types Recognized in BDR2



12.   There are many J. E. Webers, even  multiple listing for John E., in St. Louis in the mid-
        1890s, but after 1893 no John E.s, or J. E.s, are associated with the pharmaceutical business,
        so it becomes impossible to discern absolute dates for this person’s existence

13.   A catalogue of the 1917 San Francisco rug exhibition of the holdings of Phoebe Heart
        (1842-1919) (widow of copper baron George Hearst (1820-1891) and mother of newspaper
        magnet William Randolph Hearst (1863-1951) ) listed roughly twenty other rich American
        collectors of oriental rugs, including Ballard.

14.   Rug illustrations taken from HALI Publications Website Coverage of Ballard  Rug
        Collection Exhibit at the St. Louis Art Museum in 2016.

15.   That website, however, mistakenly dating his loan to 1910-1, conflates it with an earlier        
        rug exhibit in which Ballard did not participate

16.   Considering how dynamic a man Ballard was, there is remarkably little to say about his
        family.  He was married to Emma Hill Hadley (1856-1925) in Vincennes, IN in 1878. She
        seems to have led a quiet, conventional life and never jostled with her husband for the        
        spotlight, for she is nowhere mentioned in his travels or adventures. They had one son,
        William J., born in 1879, but he seems to have died in childhood, for he also receives no
        mention in any account about him other than a note in an economic profile of Ballard done
        late in his life that his son is deceased. While not mentioned in contemporary accounts
        during his lifetime, as noted, his daughters shared some of his adventures because of their
        involvement with oriental rugs after his death. 

x----------x
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